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Sitting more than 300 meters above sea level, Capri Palace Jumeirah embodies the Italian Dolce Vita long associated

with this exclusive blue island in the Gulf of Naples. The authentic and unspoilt village of Anacapri sets an impressive

stage for the fresh and atmospheric hotel.

Created by the boundless vision of founder Tonino Cacace, this property represents the authentic Capri style, and the

air here is fragrant with the scent of the sea. Framed by arches, vaults and columns, the building is reminiscent of an 18th

century Neapolitan palazzo.

LOCATION
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ACCOMODATION
Capri Palace Jumeirah has 67 rooms, 18 of which are suites. The light and airy interiors bring life to the ancient roots

of the building, also enriched by stylish rooms and art-themed suites lined with tributes to the works of Mirò, Magritte

and Warhol. Each accommodation offers a thoroughly distinct ambiance.

Between the Paltrow Presidential Suite, Capritouch Suites & Executive Suites, Art Suites and Suites with Private Pool

and Garden, these Signature Suites offer a unique hotel experiences and a true meaning of luxury imparting the

utmost serenity. The spirit is soothed and energized, surrounded by nature and picturesque views of the

Mediterranean. 

PALTROW PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

Home to the most discerning guests, this 2-bedroom Suite of 150 sqm is located on the top floor. From its main

terrace, one can enjoy a 360-degree panoramic view and admire the green slopes of Mount Solaro, Anacapri and

the gulf of Naples. The Suite dedicated to Gwyneth Paltrow combines Art Deco and the elegance of a bygone era,

from the black marble floor to the Antique furniture. It comprises walk-in wardrobe, bedroom, living and dining areas

and 2 private pools.

To view all of the rooms offered & details, please refer to www.jumeirah.com/en/stay/italy/capri-palace-jumeirah. 

CAPRITOUCH SUITES & EXECUTIVE SUITES

These suites masterfully express the craftsmanship and traditions of Capri. Everything is

perfectly set in its most appropriate context, enhancing Mediterranean colors and

architecture with its white and blue locally handmade ceramic tiles. Open space or

with separate lounge, they offer bedroom and bathroom in minimal design with walk-in

shower and bathtub. The ambiences are inspired by history, art, architecture, and

craftsmanship of Capri and boast a balcony overlooking the pool area. Fabrics of fine

linens and cottons are from Loro Piana and exclusively from the Capritouch Collection,

enriching the soft colors and Mediterranean lines. The blue ceramic tiles are hand-

made in the region. The bedroom and living area are separated by columns, arches

and cross vaulted ceilings and refined by tailor-made furniture. 

SUITES WITH PRIVATE POOL AND GARDEN

In these suites, guests can enjoy the peace of a luxuriant private garden, complete with

a heated swimming pool, ideal to enjoy the utmost peace and intimacy.

ART SUITES

Kandinsky, Mondrian & Mirò inspired these elegant one-bedroom Suites of 50 sqm

with panoramic views of the gulf of Naples. Each comprises a living room, bedroom

with unique irregular white stone floor, a balcony, and is decorated with oil paintings in

tribute to the three Masters of Contemporary Art. The Limestone bathroom boasts

bathtub and separate shower. Two connect to become a large 2-bedroom Suite.
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Paltrow Presidential Suite

Capritouch Executive Suite

Suites w/ private Pool and Garden



GASTRONOMIC EXPERIENCE

L’OLIVO

With two Michelin stars, it is also the only one on the Island of Capri to have been awarded with this prestigious

recognition over the years. Under the guidance of the Executive Chefs Andrea Migliaccio and Salvatore Elefante, with

the support of Head Chef Riccardo Valore, the restaurant embodies the purest expression of Mediterranean cuisine:

an ancient cradle of flavors and aromas, the Roman Mare nostrum remains a constant baseline for our Chefs, who

always make the ingredients a focal center of their creations, enhancing their qualities by carefully respecting their

seasonal cycles. Signature dish of L’Olivo is the lemon scented homemade tagliolini pasta with burrata cheese, red

prawns and sea asparagus: an authentic harmony of suggestions, conquering the five senses.

IL RICCIO

With it enviable position overlooking the sea, right next to one of the symbols of the Island of Capri: the Blue Grotto.

Directed by the Executive Chefs Andrea Migliaccio and Salvatore Elefante, Il Riccio has a more informal and marine

setting, inspired by the Caprese architecture of the 60s and 70s, which was dominated by many different shades of

blue, white and azure. Continuing to explore the delights of this sumptuous and yet traditional menu, it would be

unthinkable not to mention the spaghetti with sea urchins, the restaurant’s signature dish, which are paired with tuna

belly with eggplant, red orange and toasted hazelnuts. The meal then ends with a visit to the Temptation Room, a

picturesque and naive shrine of Neapolitan pastry and more. Its colourful treasures are called rum babà, sfogliatelle,

tiramisú, pastiere, biscuits, Caprese cakes, Anacaprese cakes and much, much more.

THE BAR DEGLI ARTISTI

The Bar degli Artisti boasts one of the most important and complete collections of gins

in all Europe, including 250 labels coming from 27 different countries.  This remarkable

collection is naturally accompanied by another one, equally rich, spanning over 25

different labels of tonic waters. The ideal place to enjoy an excellent cocktail at sunset,

perhaps hoping to catch a view of the legendary green ray, that is said to light up the

last burning moment of the day with an unexpected emerald hue.
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Il Riccio Il Riccio

L'Olivo

THE BISTROT RAGÙ 

The Bistrot Ragù is the most popular setting among those who love to combine

excellent meals and relaxed moments among friends. Its cuisine carries the banners of

the Caprese and Neapolitan tradition, dominated by the green of basil, the white of

cheese and the red of tomato: we are obviously talking about wood-fired pizzas,

Caprese ravioli and eggplant parmigiana.



WELLNESS & LEISURE

CAPRI MEDICAL SPA

Founded in 1995, the Capri Medical Spa of the Capri Palace Jumeirah is one of the first Medical Spas in Europe and

home to the famous "Leg School". In an era in which the pursuit of wellbeing has become increasingly important

from a cultural point of view, beauty centers have to offer tailor made programs and treatments for their guests, all

aimed to the achievement of a better physical shape and an overall longer life expectancy. 

PRIVATE BEACH CLUB

Capri Palace Jumeirah offers sunbeds at its private beach club Il Riccio, located within a

10 min ride from the hotel.  The Sea Lounge of Il Riccio allows you ultimately to enjoy

an enchanting aperitive with a view, obviously highlighted by the music of the DJ set.

From this wonderful panoramic terrace, guests can breathe the rugged but authentic

karstic beauty of the Blue Island, exemplified by white rocks plunging into blue waters

and burning multi-colored sunsets.THE WHITE MUSEUM

 A diffused museum showcased inside the common areas of the Capri Palace Jumeirah. Born with the purpose of

having guests experience the different areas of the hotel with fascination and harmony, conceiving the vacation

also as an aesthetic experience, the project conveys art as a passion to share and transforms it into one of the

founding pillars of the new hospitality.
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The Sea Lounge at Il Riccio Capri Medical Spa



EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

Mark your most important milestones in Mediterranean radiance.

We offer wedding services at multiple venues across Capri Palace Jumeirah, including

2-Michelin Star Restaurant L'Olivo, Il Riccio Restaurant and lounge, Bar degli Artisti,

Ragù Bistrot Terrace or the Pool. The kitchen team of Capri Palace will be at your

disposal to create a customized menu and make your wedding even more special.
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Il Riccio

L'Olivo



For more information and reservations, please contact us at:

 
Capri Palace Jumeirah
info@capripalace.com

+39 081 978 0111

mailto:info@capripalace.com

